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Abstract (en)
Valve assembly (80) of an injection valve (82), the valve assembly (80) comprising a valve body (4) including a central longitudinal axis (L), the valve
body (4) comprising a cavity (8) forming an inner surface (18) of the valve body (4), the cavity (8) having a fluid inlet portion (42), and a fluid outlet
portion (44), a valve needle (10) axially movable in the cavity (8), the valve needle (10) preventing a fluid flow through the fluid outlet portion (44) in
a closing position and releasing the fluid flow through the fluid outlet portion (44) in further positions, and a filter element (46) being arranged in the
cavity (8) axially upstream the fluid outlet portion (44) and radially between the inner surface (18) of the valve body (4) and an outer surface (12) of
the valve needle (10), the filter element (46) being designed to filter the fluid. At least one sealing element (50, 52) is arranged radially between the
filter element (46) and the inner surface (18) of the valve body (4) and/or radially between the filter element (46) and the outer surface (12) of the
valve needle (10).
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